brilliantly simple security and control

Trusted by 100 million users and endorsed by industry analysts as a real alternative to
Symantec and McAfee, we provide the best defense against today’s blended threats. As your
strategic security partner, we protect your systems from threats to security and productivity
more effectively and more efficiently than any other global vendor.

» Evolving threat –
the need for control
The dissolving perimeter

Security used to be about identifying
code known to be bad and preventing
it from breaching the organization’s
network perimeter. Today, that’s not
enough. Increased employee mobility,
flexible working and visitors plugging
into the corporate systems are all
leading to the rapid disappearance of
the traditional network.

As IT departments fight to regain control,
a fragmented security strategy that involves
separate firewalls, anti-virus and anti-spam
is no longer acceptable.
Against a background of escalating support
desk costs and relentless demands for
increased access to corporate information,
the challenge of providing reliable protection
from today’s sophisticated, blended threats
is complicated by other factors. The need to
enforce internal and regulatory compliance
policies, and the emergence of the IT
department as a key supporter of business
strategy and processes, has made its
importance broader and more critical than
ever before.

The result is a recognition that today’s
security requires not just the blocking of
malware, but also the controlling of legitimate
applications, network access, and user
behavior. The solution to the problem lies in
enforcing security through control. Sophos
Enterprise Security and Control does just that.

“We’re seeing different types of threat, a vastly changed environment
and organizations struggling with as many as ten point-products. Our
response is simple – we’ve integrated the protection they need into a
single, easily managed solution.”
Richard Jacobs
Sophos Chief Technology Officer

» Unifying multiple threat
technologies at the web,
email and endpoint

Security through control

Enterprise Security and Control gives
you a brilliantly simple way to manage
the cost and complexity of keeping
your organization threat-free.

Defeating today’s
and tomorrow’s threats

Giving real integration to
deliver faster, better protection

Sophos provides ongoing rapid protection
against multiple known and emerging
threats. Unique technologies developed by
experts in SophosLabs™ protect you from
unknown threats at every vulnerable point –
desktops, laptops, servers, mobile devices,
email and web – before they can execute
and even before we have seen them.

No matter what stage of the process you
are talking about, we take a completely
integrated approach. At the threat analysis
level, SophosLabs combines malware,
spam, application and web expertise. At
the administrative level, you can manage
all threats with single, integrated policies,
and at the detection level, our unified engine
looks for the good and the bad at every
vulnerable point, in a single scan.

Unifying control of the good,
the bad, and the suspicious
As well blocking malicious code and
suspicious behavior, we give you the control
you need to prevent data leakage and
maximize user productivity – making web
browsing safe, eliminating spam, stopping
phishing attacks, and letting you control the
use of unauthorized software like VoIP, IM,
P2P and games. You can also ensure patches
are up to date, certify computers before
and after they connect to your network, and
prevent unauthorized users from connecting.

“We’ve engineered an intelligent engine that simultaneously scans
for all types of malware, suspicious behavior, and legitimate
applications – to maximize the performance of our endpoint, web
and email solutions. Security and control, in a single scan.”
Wendy Dean
Sophos VP of Engineering

Driving down costs through
simplification and automation
Our approach of easy integration and
simplification for any size network allows
you to achieve more from existing budgets.
At-a-glance dashboards, remote monitoring,
and automation of day-to-day management
tasks free you to tackle business problems
rather than having to maintain the system.

» Over 100 million users
in 150 countries rely
on Sophos

“It doesn’t really matter anymore where the threat comes from – web
download, email attachment, guest laptop – the lines are blurring. All
that matters is that you don’t get infected, and our exceptional visibility
and expertise ensure you won’t.”
Vanja Svajcer
Sophos Principal Virus Researcher

SophosLabs
» Constant independent recognition including

and detection

36 VB100 awards

» Millions of emails and billions of web pages
analyzed every day

» Thousands of malicious URLs blocked

» Automated analysis
» Genotype database with terabytes of
malicious and suspicious behavior

every day

» Innovative proactive technologies for
pre-execution detection
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Innovative technologies like Behavioral
Genotype® Protection and rapid signature
updates combine to stop new and unknown
malware, ensuring that we regularly beat
Symantec and McAfee in independent tests.
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Strategically located in Asia-Pacific, Europe
and North America, SophosLabs rapidly
creates and delivers updates before most
organizations have even started their
working day.
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At the heart of our expertise is SophosLabs,
giving you the fastest response in the
industry to emerging threats, and delivering
powerful, robust security. With an integrated
global network of highly skilled analysts
with over 20 years’ experience in protecting
businesses from known and emerging
threats, our expertise covers every area of
network security – viruses, spyware, adware,
intrusion, spam, and malicious URLs.

» Integrated threat expertise, deployment
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Expertise and techology for real security
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Global visibility and
cross-threat expertise
ensuring the broadest,
fastest protection there is

» Web, email and
telephone support
included in all licenses

“The excellence of our web, email and phone support services really
sets us apart from our competitors. We provide 24-hour support,
365 days a year. When customers call us they speak directly to
someone who is able to solve their problem.”
Geoff Snare
Sophos Head of Global Technical Support

Enterprise Security and Control
Improving security through control for web, email and endpoint

Multiple threat protection

Enterprise Security and Control delivers complete protection for desktops, laptops, mobile
devices, file servers, your email gateway and groupware infrastructure and all your web
browsing needs – in one simple license.

» Anti-virus
» Anti-spyware
» Anti-adware and potentially

It is also possible to subscribe separately to the Web, Email and Endpoint Security and
Control services. In addition, there is a more advanced network access control (NAC) option
for larger organizations.
Endpoint Security and Control
A single automated console for Windows, Mac and Linux computers, providing integrated
virus, spyware and adware detection, host intrusion prevention, application control, network
access control* and firewall.
Email Security and Control
Managed email security appliances and protection for Exchange, UNIX and Notes servers,
providing unique integration of anti-virus, anti-spam, anti-phishing and policy enforcement
capabilities to secure and control email content.
Web Security and Control
The first managed appliance to proactively ensure safe web browsing, blocking suspicious
URLs, hijacked or infected websites, and preventing downloads of spyware, viruses,
malware and unwanted content.
Sophos NAC Advanced
Advanced features designed specifically for enterprise network access control requirements.
Providing easy deployment across existing network infrastructures, controlled access to
the network, and enforced computer compliance with security policy before and after
connecting to the network.

Sophos Professional Services
Sophos Professional Services provides the
right skills to implement and maintain
complete endpoint, web and email security,
ensuring rapid, customized, deployment of our
products.

unwanted applications

» Application control – VoIP, IM,
P2P and more

»
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Behavior analysis (HIPS)
Client firewall
Anti-spam
Anti-phishing
Email content control
Malicious website blocking
Productivity filtering
Real-time web download scanning
Control of guest access
Blocking unknown or
unauthorized users

Simple pricing and licensing
One simple, subscription-based license
provides web, email and telephone support
and all future updates to protection,
management and product upgrades.

Unrivalled round-the-clock support
Our globally managed support team
provides web, email and telephone support.
24x7x365 technical support is included for
all products and you can call us for one-toone assistance at any time.

Full details of each of our products can be found at www.sophos.com and on separate technical datasheets

*Available early 2008

“We’re seeing a tremendous rise in organizations of all sizes
switching to us from legacy security vendors. Like the leading
independent analysts and industry watchers, they trust us,
they trust our products, they trust our vision.”
Steve Munford
Sophos Chief Executive Officer

Trust matters

Our unique approach is why analysts see us as the real alternative to Symantec
and McAfee, and why over 100 million users, including the world’s leading
business and security organizations, trust Sophos.
The analyst view

“Sophos customers consistently say that working with Sophos couldn’t be
easier... Furthermore, the SophosLabs™ researchers work with all types of
malicious code and therefore see correlations between different types of
code and create signatures that treat the entire threat.”
Natalie Lambert, The Forrester Wave™: Client Security Suites
The customer view

“We’ve been delighted by the high level of dedicated support and expertise
delivered by Sophos, particularly given our need for a fast implementation.”
Chris Leonard, European IT Security and Compliance Manager, Heinz
The industry view

“Sophos... consistently beat McAfee and Symantec in ease-of use which
should reduce recurring costs in any size enterprise.”
Cascadia Labs, Comparative Review, Endpoint Security for Enterprises

Sophos customers include:
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Citgo
Deutsche Postbank AG
GE, Inc
Gulfstream
Harvard University
Heinz
Hong Kong University
Interbrew
Marks & Spencer
New York University
Orange
Oxford University
Pulitzer
Sainsbury’s
Siemens
Société Générale
Toshiba
University of Hamburg
University of Otago
US Government Agencies
Weleda AG
Xerox Corporation

» the real alternative to
Symantec and McAfee
Evaluate now for free
See Enterprise Security and Control in action by viewing our demo
or by registering for a free 30-day evaluation at www.sophos.com/free-trials

How to buy
Find your local Sophos office or Sophos Partner at www.sophos.com/contact

Sophos is a world leader in IT security and control. We offer complete protection and control to business, education and government organizations –
defending against known and unknown malware, spyware, intrusions, unwanted applications, spam, and policy abuse, and providing comprehensive
network access control (NAC). Our reliably engineered, easy-to-operate products protect over 100 million users in more than 150 countries. With over
20 years’ experience and a global network of threat analysis centers, the company responds rapidly to emerging threats and achieves the highest levels
of customer satisfaction in the industry. Sophos is a global company with headquarters in Boston, MA., and Oxford, UK.
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